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Aims and Scope

Nusantara: An International Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences
(NIJHSS) is a peer-reviewed, open-access journal principally focusing on
Indonesia and Southeast Asia. NIJHSS is based in Taiwan and the wider scope of
the journal also includes the larger Austronesian world. NIJHSS publishes highquality and peer-reviewed research papers in the academic disciplines of
humanities and social sciences related to Indonesia, Southeast Asia, and the
Austronesian world. NIJHSS’s mission is to promote, advance, and facilitate
scholarship from both inside and outside the region of Southeast Asia by
providing a combination of voices from senior academics to young potential
researchers. NIJHSS welcomes submissions from scholars working in various
disciplines in the humanities and social sciences as well as interdisciplinary
cooperation of researchers.

2 Practical Information
NIJHSS publishes two issues yearly under the direction of Associate
Professor Dr. Frank Dhont, Department of History, National Cheng Kung
University as Editor-in-Chief and supported by an editorial board made up
principally of international scholars related to the International Indonesia Forum
(https://iif.or.id). NIJHSS is based within the Center for Multi-cultural Studies,
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan (http://www.cmcs.ncku.edu.tw). More
details about NIJHSS can be found at http://nusantara.ncku.edu.tw

3 Author Guidelines
Please submit your manuscript to: nusantara@ncku.edu.tw
• Language: English (American spelling and punctuation).
• Manuscript Style: APA 7th edition (Publication Manual of the American
Psychological Association, 2020).
o References must add DOI number or URL, if provided
• Manuscript Length: 4,000–6,000 words.

• Abstract Length: 500 words, 3–5 keywords.
• Font: Georgia, font size 10
• Submission Format: Microsoft Word document
There is no Article Processing Charge for contributions to NIJHSS. To
enable the publisher to ensure full copyright protection and to disseminate the
article, authors must sign a Transfer of Copyright Agreement transferring
copyright of the article to the publisher.

